
 
INNOVATION IN VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE 

Meet the next generation 3D Product configurator 

 

Expivi is an online 3D product configuration platform for better visualization, better communication 

and better sales!  Whether you want to configure a simple pen or a complex building, with Expivi’s 

Innovative 3D technology, you are able to visualize, customize and quote any product with all possible 

options and without limitations inside any browser, even in VR. Expivi’s simple and fast workflow 

makes it possible to import and configure products, made in any modeling software such as Autocad, 

3D Max, etc. in matter of minutes. Expivi opens new and exciting ways for you to present your 

products anywhere, on any device. 

 

Better Visualization, Better Communication, Better Sales 

 

Configurator 

Use Expivi to visualize and customize your products anywhere on any device. 

 

3D Presentations 

Present your products with incredible real-time animations inside any browser. 
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INNOVATION IN VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE 

Open New Ways For Your Customers To Experience Your Products 

- 3D Interactive rendering 

Full 3D interactive & Photo-realistic visuals using innovative technology. 

- Cross Platform 

100% Browser based, even on mobile. No plugins required! 

- Instant VR Experience 

Open an immersive world to your customers with Virtual Reality. 

- 3D Animations 

Play and present animated videos without costly video production. 

 

Visualize Every Option With Instant Price Quotation CPQ 

Whether you want to configure a simple pen or a complex yacht, with Expivi’s Innovative 3D 

technology, you are able to visualize, customize and quote any product with all possible options and 

without limitations inside any browser, even in VR. 

 

Accelerate Sales And Increase Sale Conversion 

Thanks to cloud based technology, sales can be done onsite on any mobile device by your 

representatives. Generate quotations in real-time along with product renderings instantly. Get 

insights into sales conversion and customer behavior to improve your sales even further. 

 

Automated imports 

Automated workflow to import 3d models, including configuration options, directly from any 3d 

modelling software such as Maya, 3D max, Solidworks, Autocad, Revit, Sketchup and many more. 

 

ERP integrations 

Integrated connector to existing erp platforms and extensive API to extend in-house or third party 

systems. 

 

Visual rule designer 

With expivi’s visual rule designer there is no need for it specialists. set rules in incredible easy to use 

flowchart based rule designer.  
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